Declaration of agreement – publication of photos/movies of people

Details about the photo

Purpose: documentation of „PiA – Physics in Advent“, greetings or prizes

Picture taken when/where: ________________________________________________________________

Photographer:

Name of photographer: ________________________________________________________________

Herewith I give permission to the “PiA – Physics in Advent” team at Göttingen University to use the above mentioned picture or movie. I agree to the publication of this picture/movie in print products, social media and on the web pages of “PiA – Physics in Advent”. The Copyright-statement will be: ©PiA/ <surname of photographer>

place, date signature

People seen on the picture/movie

Person 1: ________________________________________________________________

Person 2: ________________________________________________________________

I agree to the publication of the above mentioned picture/movie in print products, social media and on the web pages of “PiA – Physics in Advent”.

place, date signature/for minors signature of parents